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Jon Rio, with the help of his partner, two rookie cops and an
FBI agent, must find the Chameleon before he reenacts one of
history's most horrendous unsolved.
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This week he has to find, identify, and kill six androids
which have escaped from an off world colony. The irony here,
of course, is that Galloway is a very modern woman. British
Board of Film Classification.
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Part One of the narrative ends in the most horrific
circumstances, Kath falling foul of the prowling killer, being
lured into a derelict house and there dying in the most
graphic, ghastly and sexually explicit way, but Bloodied ( A
Jon Rio Thriller #1) after the murderer — who remains
anonymous in the cloying darkness of the nighttime backstreets
— reveals himself to be an impotent nonentity. Likewise, he is
dealing with something utterly beyond his ken. After all his
work to get clean, Lyle's been pumped full of poison--and a
neighbor with a peephole reports seeing a scruffy, pink-haired
girl fleeing the scene.
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made it to Langtry inseveral months after he died. They were
treating him like he had a chance, but she had little hope.
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